International Officers' Collection

The International Officers collection is a small collection of official papers and journal articles of the USACGSC Allied Officer program.

In 1894, Lt. Henri LeComte became the first international student to attend the Command and General Staff College course and in 1994, CGSC commemorated the participation of International Officers by celebrating the International Officers Centennial. The following is collection of various articles and papers published from 1953 to 1998.

Folder 1: Allied Officer Graduate Identification Emblem - journal article

Folder 2: Allied Officer Hall of Fame - journal articles

Folder 3: Allied Officers Programs Data Book (history of various IO programs and journal articles)

Folder 4: American Language Course for Allied Wives and Children (1977-)

Folder 5: CGSC Staff and Faculty Handbook, 1989, Section IV- International Officers Sponsorship Recognition Program

Folder 6: Class Director's Mission Statement- copy of PowerPoint slides used in briefing by LTC William H. Eggering

Folder 7: Dwight D. Eisenhower Award

Folder 8: The First Allied Student (Henri Charles LeComte) - journal articles

Folder 9: International Group

Folder 10: International Officer Centennial Celebration Committee minutes-1993

Folder 11: Origin of the "Food Fair"

Folder 12: Origin of "Know Your World" program

Folder 13: Operation International

Folder 14: Operation International Annual Picnic

Folder 15: People to People International (started by Dwight Eisenhower in 1960)

Folder 16: Sponsors Guide May 1991 (CGSC Circular 351-6)

Folder 17: Journal Articles - Miscellaneous - 1953-1998
Folder 18: Interview with Mr. & Mrs. Ed Gorden (18 September 1991) by J. Patrick Hughes - subject: CGSC International Officer Sponsorship Program

Folder 19: Interview with May Lutton, Margaret Scaperson, Inez Combs and Bob Combs (11 February 1992) by J. Patrick Hughes - subject: People to People Program

Folder 20: Interview with Mary Kalhorn (20th February 1992) by J. Patrick Hughes - subject: Allied Officer Sponsor

Folder 21: Interview with Colonel Pipkin (6 August 1992) by J. Patrick Hughes - subject: International Sponsorship Program

Folder 22: Photographs - miscellaneous